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What is Equity? 
Equity may be described as: 
- Equity is a jurisdiction hearing certain claims: A forum and a court having authority hearing certain claims. 
Refer to doctrines in Equity such as Estoppel 
 
- Equity is a jurisdiction providing certain remedies: An authority that allows you to ask and plead for certain 
remedies. 
 
- Equity is a body of discretionary principles designed to mitigate strict common law rules, principles and 
procedures: Common law as seen rule base strict and rigid. It is certain and predictable. However rigidity can be 
negative as well as positive. Equity was created to provide some discretionary principle to mitigate harshness of 
common law rules. Common law laws needs to be exhausted first and equity will come in where common law 
can not provide any remedy. 
 
- Equity is the gloss on the common law to ensure justice and fairness: common law was certain and too much 
certainty can lead to rigidity so Equity was created to provide gloss on the common law to ensure justice.  
 
- Equity is based upon conscience & morality – in personam – against the person: Equity is interest in correcting 
behaviours and focuses on individuals and requires the person to make it right. Equity damages are not 
monetary. It requires the defendant to carry out his/her obligations under the contract and it correct behaviour. It 
focuses on the promises to be honoured and not to pay the damages when the money is not sufficient to be 
redress. Equity has church base foundation 
 
Historical Context 
Common law courts pre-1873 (1873 the year of change for equity and common law): 
- Prior to 1873 the common law operated on writ system: Formal writ system for claims (common law grew out 
of recognized general customs – time immemorial -1189) 
- New claims not entertained: if there was not a writ and you cannot take legal action 
- Rigid & certain: certainty is good but rigidity is not good 
- Strict application of judicial precedent 
- Remedy restricted to damages: it was only one remedy 
 
The role of the King pre-1688 (the bill of right introduced): 
- From 10566 to 1688 the king was absolute monarch & fountain of justice (executive, legislative & judicial 
power). No separation of power. The king was held absolute power. Court refer to King’s court. The king could 
decide what the law should be and how it should be administered. 
- Could dispense justice to fit individual petition / fact: King could solve any problem because he has absolute 
power 
- Provided an avenue for disgruntled common law litigants: people started petition the king directly and the King 
could decide what sort of redress an individual should get 
- King transferred that jurisdiction to his right hand person. Lord Chancellor (was the closest officer to the king, 
the ‘Keeper of the King’s Conscience’; Keeper of the King’s Great Seal) 
 
Lord Chancellor’s principle that he created is equity.  
In 1688 the absolute monarchy became limited monarch and parliament became superior. With the supremacy 
of the parliament there was separation of power. Therefore the Lord Chancellor had more autonomy because of 
the independence of judiciary. However there were still 2 systems of law; the Common law and the Equity. The 
lord Chancellor court is different than common law courts 
 
The evolutionary role of the Lord Chancellor pre-1873 (15th and 14th Century): 
People started petition the king directly and the King could decide what sort of redress an individual should get. 
King could solve any problem because he has absolute power. These disputes grew and he handed over this 
responsibility to someone else. King transferred that jurisdiction to his right hand person. Lord Chancellor (was 
the closest officer to the king, the ‘Keeper of the King’s Conscience’; Keeper of the King’s Great Seal). Lord 
Chancellor jurisdiction was called equity and fairness. 
 
Lord Chancellor’s principle that he created is equity.  
- Decided cases on principles of morality and conscience: Most Lord Chancellor were bishops with some legal 
knowledge 
- Equity has an Ecclesiastical origins which evolved into a legal office: the doctrine of precedent was introduced 
in the jurisdiction of equity 
- Introduced alternative remedies – injunction, specific performance, rescission, restitution etc 
- Administrative / executive function later assumed a judicial character 
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The evolutionary role of the Lord Chancellor pre-1873: 
- Individual discretion gradually replaced by reasoned discretion 
Re Hallet’s Estate – equitable principles were ‘invented’ & modified…  
Introduction of judicial precedent cured the uncertain nature of early equity 
Cook v Fountain – Lord Nottingham - ‘conscience’ relates to that which concerns civil & political community (no 
need to read these cases) 
 
‘Inventions’ in Equity 
Exclusive jurisdiction – use (traditional concept) / trust (modern concept) 
Chancery court created the idea that the property could be divided to two interests. One person could hold the 
legal title and the other could hols the equitable interest. 
 
use (traditional concept): a person who hold the land on behalf of the other, settlor who owns the land 
transferred the land to other person(feoffee to use) to hold and use the land for the benefit of somebody else 
(children of settlor: cestui que use). Foeffee to use could not benefit personally from the land. The other purpose 
of the use for the benefit of the tax. Because no one person was the one owner. 
 
Trust: class contributed money for a party. There was a rep to hold money and have a bank account to have all 
the money to be put in his bank account. The rep is the legal owner of the money. Trust comes in would be that 
the rep is treated as trustee holding the legal title of the money of the whole class. Equity will look at the 
property has two title; legal tile (interest) and equitable interest. You are the complete owner in equity’s eyes if 
you are the owner of both titles. The common law looks at the legal title of bank account and says the money is 
the rep’s. Equity however says the rep is trustee and hold legal title but the beneficial interest is held by entire 
class. The each person in the class is the beneficiary and has equitable interest. Equity will require to be paid 
back. 
feoffee to use / trustee = legal title  
cestui que use / beneficiary = equitable interest  
 
Auxiliary jurisdiction – remedies of injunction & specific performance : Assisting something or someone and in 
this case assisting common law.  
 
Concurrent jurisdiction – fraud, misrepresentation : these concepts exists in common law and equity both. 
 
A tussle between 2 distinct legal jurisdictions: 
Because the system that developed in court of chancery it was alternative justice, there were two distinct 
systems, law and equity. 
• the common injunction awarded by the Chancery to stop common law proceedings 
• imprisonment by Chancery for contempt of the common injunction 
• the retaliatory of common law was the writ of habeas corpus. 
The situation came to The Earl of Oxford’s Case – King James I stepped in and orders that in the event of 
conflict, equity prevails 
 
2 distinct legal jurisdictions: 
• Common law courts did not recognise equitable rights, titles or interests  

limited exceptions – Robertson v Wait (1835) 155 ER 1360, where a charterer (on the basis of the contract 
for the charter of a ship) was able to claim damages as trustee on behalf of a 3rd party   

• Common law courts did not have power to order specific performance or to grant injunctions & interim relief  
 

Other problems and the need to reform 
• Transfer of cases from one jurisdiction to the other was not possible 
• Equity could not award damages; only equitable compensation or restitution 
King v Pogioli (1923) 32 CLR 222 – equity could award damages in lieu of / in addition to specific performance 
and injunction (Lord Cairns’ Act 1858 →  s244 Supreme Court Act 1995 (Qld)   
 
 
Judicature Act 1873 
Prior to 1873, the common law and equity were administered by two courts, the common law and the court of 
chancery. The common law did not recognize equitable right and the defendant in common law proceedings 
could not plead equitable defences. These problems led to enactment of the Judicature Act 1873. Judicature 
Act codified the Earl case. Put the earl case into legislation. It fused the administration of equity and common 
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• equitable assignment of legal property 
Milroy v Lord ;  
Corin v Patton Mr. and Mrs. Patton were joint tenants. The rue of survival ship applies. The person who survives 
inherits the other person’s share. Mrs Patton was ill and didn’t want her share to go to her husband. She executed a 
trust deed and appointed brother (Corin) as the trustee. His duty was hold the property on trust for the benefit of her 
children. Mrs’ Pattern dies and Corin sought to claim Mrs. Pattern interest. This was resisted by Mr. Pattern. The issue 
with High Court whether settler to transfer the property. Court held that the settlor had not done all the steps to 
savour the joint tenancy so she did not succeed to savouring the joint tenancy and the court did not 
recognize the equitable assignment.  
(the settlor must have done everything… necessary to be done to transfer… and render settlement binding) 
 

Tenancy in common (you can assign your share to anybody) 
• assignment of equitable property 

statutory requirements s11(1)(c) Property Law Act 1974 (Qld) 
 
Equitable Priority 
The topic of priorities is concerned with the principle that applies to the resolution of disputes between parties 
who have competing interest in property. 
 
In disputing any priority dispute the first critical step is to identify the nature of the proprietary interests held by 
partied to the dispute, in particular, whether they are legal or equitable interests. Nce the nature of the interest is 
ascertained the dispute will then fit into one of foure contexts: 
• Competing legal interests 
• Competing equitable interests 
• A prior legal interest competing with a later equitable interest 
• A prior equitable interest competing with a later legal interest 
 
The importance of Priority 
• Importance of priority – who has a better right to a proprietary interest? 
• Priorities in bona fide legal interests - first in time prevails (Base on the timing of registeration): A legal 

interest always the best interest  (equity follows the law maxim) so long the legal interest was created bona 
fide. So if the legal interest holder has done something wrong then the bona fide requirement will be 
compromised. 

• Priorities in equitable interests first in time prevails (qui prior est tempore potior est jure):UNLESS the 
equities are not equal (unequal on merits) → maxims important!  

 
Competing legal interests 
The rule in the context of competing legal interests is that priority is given to the legal interest that is created first 
in time. In the Torrens title registration the first interest to be reflected in Torren title register has the priority. The 
general rule is the first in time prevails. 
 
Exception to general rule 
Where the particular legal interest is not bona fide and has been affected by fraud. 
 
Competing equitable interests 
The general rule (prima facie rule) is that first in time prevails. If a later equitable interest is to be given priority 
then the holder of that equitable interest has the burden of proof that he/she has the ‘better equity’.  
 
In Moffatt v Dillon it was state the resolution of priorities in the context of competing equitable interest in property 
could be resolved by applying either of two distinct rules: 
• The first rule is that, generally if the holder of the second equitable interests takes with notice of the first 

equitable interest, he takes that interest subject to the first equitable interest. In other words, in such 
circumstances the holder of the first equitable interest has priority over the second equitable interest holder: 
Moffett v Dillon. 

• The second rule is that, prima facie, the equitable interest first created prevails however this prima facie 
rule can be displaced if the second equitable interest has a ‘better equity’.  The onus of the proof is upon the 
holder of the second equitable interest to displace the prima facie priority of the first equitable interest 
holder: Platzer v Commonwrath bank of America. 
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The Notice Rule (The first Rule) 
If the holder of the second equitable interest takes his/her interest with notice of the first equitable interest, he or 
she takes that interest subject to the first interest. In other word the first equitable interest has priority over the 
second equitable interest holder:  Moffett v Dillon.  
 

Exception of general rule  
is that the holder of the first equitable interest is guilty of conduct that induces a belief on the part of the second 
equitable interest holder at the time the second interest is obtained that the first equitable interest no longer 
exists: Moffett v Dillon. 
Moffett v Dillon : the parties enter a sale and purchase agreement of a land. Moffett was the Vendor (seller) and Dillon was 
the buyer. Dillon did not pay the deposit that was required for purchase but she executed a charge over her other property 
as security. She gave Moffatt a charge over her other property. Moffatt is now a charge and he has got some sort of interest 
in Dillon home. Charge is something lesser than mortgage. Moffett could only lodge Caveat (Caveat is a form that is filled by 
individual who have equitable proprietary interest and they want to issue it to the whole world that they have equitable 
interest in that property. It is not a confirmation of equitable or legal interest rather it operates as a claim on the property that 
the person has equitable interest and it is a notice to prospective purchases). Dillon proceeds to get a mortgage from 
Westpac from Assendon home and therefore she sought to execute a legal mortgage and then proceeded to register as a 
legal interest. Westpac proceeded to register the mortgage however the caveat by M was there and Westpac lawyers 
requesting the caveat to be removed. But Moffatt did not do so. Under the land title act clearly provide that the title registry 
should not register any legal interest if there is a caveat on the relevant property. But there was a mistake by the department 
and Westpac interest was registered as a legal interest. Moffatt sought to rescind the first contract by Dillon because she did 
not pay anything under that contract. M suffered a loss that he sold the property as much lesser price and sought the charge 
of the Assendon home because Dillon was responsible for M loss. M wanted to enforce the charge. The issue before the 
court was whether Moffatt equitable charge has priority over Westpac’s mortgage. The court treated Westpac 
interest as equitable mortgage even though it was registered legally because it was a mistake and the title 
should have not been registered legally because there was a caveat at that time. The answer was Moffat 
equitable charge had priority. Because Westpac has notice of M Caveat and that caveat was never removed. 
 

• Where equities are equal and everyone has behaved in a fair manner, lack of notice may not postpone the 
prior equity so the first in time principle applies. If there has been delay then it defeats equity. 

• Where equities are equal, notice of prior equity will likely prioritize the earlier equity.  
• Where equities are not equal, notice will be a factor in balancing rights and conduct 
 

The ‘better equity’ rule *the second rule) 
prima facie rule is that first in time prevails however this rule may be displaced by proving later equity is the 
better equity: Moffett v Dillon . This displacement arises due to the nature of equitable doctrine being rooted in 
the notion of precluding unconscientious conduct: Thus it would be unconscientious for the holder of the first 
equitable interest to prevail over the second equitable interest, the latter prevails because he/she has a ‘better 
equity’: Moffett v Dillon 
 
The burden of proof is on the holder of 2nd interest: in Moffett v Dillon:  the holder of 2nd equitable interest was 
with Westpac and they could not discharge the burden of proof and they could not dislodge Moffett interest. 

 
Abigail v Lapin: Lapin borrowed money from Mr. H and transferred absolutely the land that they had to Mrs. H who was Mr. 
H’s nominee and this was security of the loan. Therefore Mrs. H had complete documents (legal and equitable interest) in 
the property. She also held the certificate of title. Mrs. H registered herself as the owner of the property in the registry office. 
Once she got the title registry as the new owner she borrowed money from Abigale and executed the mortgage in favour of 
Abigale. The mortgage was equitable mortgage because Abigale did not seek to register the mortgage as a legal mortgage 
so Abigale interest was an equitable proprietary interest. Abigale was not getting the mortgage payments over the loan so 
Abigale sought to enforce to equitable mortgage and the lapin sought to rely on equitable redemption claiming that they have 
the right to redeem the property and have the money to clear the loan. Now there are two equitable interest competing: one 
Lapin’s equitable redemption and Abigae’s proprietary equitable interest in the form of equitable mortgage. So if we apply 
the Prima Facie rule of first in time the lapin’s arose first in time however we can displace Lapin’s earlier equitable interest by 
proving later equitable interest is a better equity. Do in this situation Abigale had the burden of proof and because she was 
innocent Abigale had no notice of what had happened. Abigale was bona fide and in this context if you look at Lapin conduct 
they were not behaving in a responsible manner to transfer the property to someone that you borrowed loan. Maxim: Lapin 
was not being diligent 
 
•  factors to consider : notice; bona fide; for value; proprietary interest or mere equity; conduct; maxims  
Latec Investments Ltd v Hotel Terrigal Pty Ltd; (p111) 
Double Bay Newspapers Pty Ltd v A W Holdings Pty Ltd 
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Exception to the general rule (Heid Principle) 
The significance of Heid case is that High court a general flexible principle to assist parties to determine the 
priority dispute. The focus of the new principle of Heid is on the conduct. When the first in time rule is applied 
and that creates unjust result and the holder of the later equity argues that he/she has the better equity then the 
principle to be applied is whether the conduct of the earlier interest holder made it reasonably foreseeable that a 
later equitable interest would be created. The conduct here is referred to as arming conduct so did the earlier 
interest holder do anything to arm the other person with the tools necessary to go out and create further 
interests. The principle is based on looking at conduct of the earlier interest holder. The maxim is ‘equity assist 
the diligent and not the tardy”. Diligent means here responsible. 
 
• General principle of exception : per Mason & Deane JJ in Heid v Reliance Finance Corp Pty Ltd: in order 

to determine whether in all the circumstances, that conduct was such that, in fairness and justice, the earlier 
interest should be postponed to the later interest. 
 

 

Heid v Reliance Finance Corp Pty Ltd: Heid (was complete owner) sold land to Canal investments. The terms of the sale 
was that part of the purchase money was to be paid by Canal Investments into an investment fund nominated by Heid and in 
Heid’s favour. The rest of the purchase money was to be raised through a mortgage in favor of Heid . So Heid will become 
the mortgagee. The transfer of land to Canal was executed and the documents were shown that the full purchase price was 
paid and the mortgage documents was also executed. However nothing was registered as against to the title registry. As far 
as Heid concerns he only had proprietary equitable interest. Canal did not pay the money that was due under the contract to 
the investment fund neither Canal was towards the mortgage. Armed with all these documents Canal and having those 
documents and borrowed money from Reliance and handed over all those documents as security for the loan. Reliance of 
course treated Canal as the owner of the property and registered the title in favour of Canal. Canal was now registered as 
legal owner. Reliance lodged a caveat in relation to equitable mortgage that they had given Canal. Reliance did not enter to 
enter into a legal mortgage and they were happy with equitable mortgage interest. Canal then borrowed money from 
Alexandre on the strength of charging a land as security. There was some sort of loan agreement that the property was 
charged as security. Therefore Alexandre had equitable proprietary interest. Alexandre lodged a caveat. Finally Heid lodged 
a caveat in relation to his equitable interest. Hied, Reliance and Alexandre wish to enforce their equitable interest. The 
issue was who came first. If we apply prima facie rule Heid’s equitable proprietary interest arose first in time. 
However the court felt Heid’s conduct as prior interest holder made it reasonably foreseeable that a later 
equitable interest would be created. Heid irresponsible conduct to handle to Connel a completed memorandum 
of transfer, containing an acknowledgment of payment and accompanied by the certificate of title, thus enabling 
Connel to represent itself to Reliance as having a title free from outstanding equity interests, has the 
consequences that Reliance has the better equity, and the Heid’s interest should be postponed to that of 
Reliance and Alexandre 
 
• The role of caveats… & ‘postponing’ conduct 
One of the major form of postponing conduct by the holder of first equitable interest is conduct that leads the 
second equitable interest holder to acquire his or her interest on the supposition that the earlier equitable 
interest did not exist: Latec Investments v Hotel Terrigal 
Person-to-Person Finances Pty Ltd v Sharari : Three interest holder. First T had given loan and registered a legal 
mortgage and also held the certificate of title. Sharari did not register mortgage as mortgagee and did not lodge a caveat 
either. Third was Pto P and they did not register their mortgage but the lodged a caveat. The prima facie was first it was T 
which was bona fide and registered the legal mortgage. T interest would be first. Sharari and P2p had both equitable 
proprietary interest. The court held that Sharari’s conduct amounted to postponing the conduct in failing to lodge 
the caveat because had Sharari would have lodged a caveat then P2P would have known of Sharari’s interest. 
P2p was given next priority. 
 

Jacobs v Platt Nominees Pty Ltd: The failure to lodge a caveat did not amount to postponing conduct. Mrs. Jacob was a 
daughter who had an option to buy a land from her parents (Platts). They had given an option to Mrs’ Jacob and option is 
equitable proprietary interest and she did not lodge a caveat to protect her equitable proprietary interest which was the 
option. While the option was still open the parents entered into agreement to sell the same property to the third party. 
Proceeded to complete that purchase of the property. Mrs’ Jacob sought an injunction to restrain her parents in doing so she 
claimed she had a better equity. Third party had an equitable proprietary interest Mrs. Jacob also had equitable proprietary 
interest. The issue was whether failure to lodge a caveat amounted to postponing the conduct. Third party was 
innocent and did not know of the option. Court held such a failure did not amount to postponing the conduct 
because the explanation given by Mrs. Jacob was seen as good and reasonable explanation. Her explanation 
was that she did not lodge a caveat because she did not want to upset her parents. She did not want to give 
them impression that she did not trust them. Because it was in the context of a daughter and parents the court 
found that explanation was valid. (it is not high court case) 
 
Establishing the ‘better equity’ in trusts 
 


